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night of style, glitter and Glitter Ball. The Texas High School prom was at the Sheraton Airport Hotel
in Irving on May 18th. The night consisted of a fancy ball followed by cake and a dance. I’ll be
honest… I haven’t been to a prom in forever. I’m also a mom of a son who is 6 months away from his
prom. This meant I had a lot to do to make a thoughtful, amazing, exciting prom. I already knew the
traditional prom of cake and a dress would not work for my son. So I brainstormed. I was able to use
my son’s gender/orientation as inspiration in order to make a fun, appropriate night for him. I
needed a theme that would fit this idea. I came up with a lot of different names and after much
debate, decided to go with “Boy Gear Prom.” “Boy gear” is all the items that boys need to look
“cool”. It’s fun, and a little silly. I wanted something simple, but something that my son could get
excited about and build anticipation for. I finally decided on the idea of placing the main focus of the
party in the “boy’s room” and making the room into “boy gear.” I wanted to bring in “boy gear” in as
many ways as possible. I wanted to make big signs, stickers, and of course, buying things for the
room. For the big signs I went to Hobby Lobby to find cute things for the room. I liked the idea of
making the room into a locker room, so I found things to
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